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Turning Hopeless into Hopeful

Show of hands…

Who would say that they 

sometimes feel HOPELESS?

Who has come across HOPELESS 

cases?

Who believes themselves to be 

hopeful?



Hopeless into Hopeful

Hello!



Hopeless?

We can all feel HOPELESS at some point 
working in rescue

We have all come across a case we may 
perceive as HOPELESS



Hopeless?

But are there dogs in our care that are 
Hopeless?

Or is it our perception holding them 
back from being Hopeful?



Definition of Hopeless

• if something is hopeless, there is no 
hope that it will get better or succeed

Hopeless:

• extremely bad

Oxford dictionary



Hopeless?

Microchip was “dug” out of 
him before transported

Poor conformation 
due to breeding

Ears cut off – likely 
not surgically

Likely bred and 
being transported 
for dog-fighting

Avoidant of human 
contact at a young 

age

The “wrong” people 
may come forward 

to rehome him

Bad reputation due 
to his breed and the 

media

Numerous cases 
like this can have 
an impact on our 
outlook?



Definition – in psychology terms

Hopelessness is an emotion 
• Lack of hope, optimism, and passion
• No expectation of future improvement or 

success

To be hopeless - hopelessness

Numerous studies indicate that hopelessness is closely 
linked to poor mental, emotional, and physical health

www.goodtherapy.org



Hopeless into Hopeful

So how do we become or 
remain “Hopeful”?



Hopeless into Hopeful

We put time and effort into objective 
investigation and evaluation

A rushed decision may not be: 
- reliable
- considerate

Here is a SLOW way of looking at it…



Hopeless into Hopeful

S
L
O
W



Hopeless into Hopeful

Severity
Likelihood
Observations
Welfare



Case Reviews

Graphic Photo 
Warning



Severity

Level of injury?

Treatment needed

Clothing?

Age of person?

How much warning/build up?

Repeat bites?

Not just bites, pulling people over, headbutts, etc

Get photos

Insure all handlers 
are aware

Record it!

Have a grading 
system



Likelihood

Speak to all 
those that 

know the dog

Ensure dogs 
have an 

assessment

What were the triggers?

What is the likely reinforcement?

How “normal” was it? Generally and for the dog

Could you avoid it in kennels?... In a home?

How successful has the dog been in the past?

Is there a lot of management in place?



Observations

Assess the dog from scratch in everyday 
situations

What’s getting worse, what’s getting better?

Behaviour after exercise and before? – gait, 
getting up, handling, interaction –

Behaviour before and after eating?

Repeat exposure to specific stimuli

Full health check

VIDEOS!!!

Observe handlers



Welfare

Film the 
dog

Establish a 
good day

Establish 
a bad day

Do they sleep in the day/at night?

Can you provide what they need and want in shelter?

What does the dog love/get benefit from? 

Anything they can’t have access to?

What are signs that the dog is happy?

What are signs of the dog being unhappy?

What would the dog’s ideal life be?

Preference 
test



Case Reviews

Case 1

A difficult 
behaviour 
problem

Apprehension of:

• The vet suite

• Unfamiliar people

• His muzzle

• Close handling

• Restraint



Case Reviews

Severity

Likelihood

Observations

Welfare

No bite incidents in vets, muzzled, 
intent if invasive

In kennels 
With known handlers – minimal
Introducing new handlers – high risk

Itching and 
rolling in 

grass

Tactile was 
minimal despite 

seeking

In a home
Highly likely
Rehoming not to be considered

Wasn’t playing 
with handlers/toys

Difficult to have off lead, 
would obsessively chase 

birds

Not enjoying his 
walks

Some barking in the kennel but 
mostly settled, sleeps at night

Bright and alert in training, 
progresses well in programs

Previous bite incidents



Case Reviews

Severity

Likelihood

Observations

Welfare

No bite incidents in vets, muzzled, 
intent if invasive

In kennels 
With known handlers – minimal
Introducing new handlers – high risk

Itching and 
rolling in 

grass

Tactile was 
minimal despite 

seeking

In a home
Highly likely
Rehoming not to be considered

Wasn’t playing 
with handlers/toys

Difficult to have off lead, 
would obsessively chase 

birds

Not enjoying his 
walks

Some barking in the kennel but 
mostly settled, sleeps at night

Bright and alert in training, 
progresses well in programs

Previous bite incidents

Conclusion:

• Rehoming him to unskilled dog handlers 
was a worry

• We need to see if we can improve his 
handling, make vet checks easier

• Re-investigate his allergies



Case Reviews

Our aim:
1. Reduce fear

2. Minimise panic

3. Successful vaccination



Case Reviews

Logan’s journey 
to his 

vaccination



Hopeless?

What if the outcome 
isn’t looking “Hopeful”?



Hopeless?

If we approach a difficult incident/case 

SLOW with:

• Objectivity and facts

• An open discussion

• Clear measures of behaviour and welfare

• Evidence

Euthanasia doesn’t have 

to be a “hopeless” 

outcome

We can strive to be 

hopeful that we made the 

right decision



Case Reviews

Case 2

Significant 
welfare 
concern

Frustration of:

• Being shut away

• Not gaining proximity to 

people

Chronic Stress due to:

• Time alone

• Lack of stimulation

• Repeat exposure to 

negative stimulus



Case Reviews

Severity

Likelihood

Observations

Welfare

On occasion he had bitten the end of 
his tail to the point of bleeding

Very likely – unavoidable 
triggers in kennels

Intermittent 
lameness

Slept well overnight 
and rested in the day

Less likely in our company - we 
predicted less in a home

Bad days – he would 
spin even when we 

were with him

Good days – would 
only spin if 

predicting feed prep

The intensity and 
frequency was high

Happened most when he 
was behind a barrier

Triggers for detrimental 
behaviour, unavoidable

Often didn’t 
want to walk on 

lead

Less spinning the more 
repeated contact he 

had with people

Weight 
and 

fatigue



Case Reviews

Severity

Likelihood

Observations

Welfare

On occasion he had bitten the end of 
his tail to the point of bleeding

Very likely – unavoidable 
triggers in kennels

Intermittent 
lameness

Slept well overnight 
and rested in the day

Less likely in our company - we 
predicted less in a home

Bad days – he would 
spin even when we 

were with him

Good days – would 
only spin if 

predicting feed prep

The intensity and 
frequency was high

Happened most when he 
was behind a barrier

Triggers for detrimental 
behaviour, unavoidable

Often didn’t 
want to walk on 

lead

Less spinning the more 
repeated contact he 

had with people

Weight 
and 

fatigue

Conclusion:

• Can we have more good days then bad?

• Improve confidence moving around on 
lead

• Encourage other behaviours

• He was on behaviour medication and he 
went on anti- inflammatory  meds



Case Reviews

Our aim:
1. Increase sleep

2. Increase likelihood of other behaviours

3. Increase time with carers

4. Decrease severity



Case Reviews

Encourage other 
behaviours!

• Video footage showed he 
liked tugging blankets

…New blankets every day



Case Reviews

ENRICHMENT



Case Reviews

ENRICHMENT



Case Reviews

Results

Increased sleep

Put on weight

Avg. 6/7 GOOD DAYS a week over 2 months 



Case Reviews

We held out 
Hope… and a 
home came 

along



Set yourself clear and specific 
goals

Evaluate the emotional state of 
the dog, what they want to attain 

and what they want to avoid

Review your own capabilities, do 
you need training?

Don’t get caught up in stories, 
deal with the facts

Set a date for reviewing the case!!

So, how to remain 
Hopeful?



Set yourself clear and specific 
goals

Evaluate the emotional state of 
the dog, what they want to attain 

and what they want to avoid

Review your own capabilities, do 
you need training?

Don’t get caught up in 
stories, deal with the facts

Set a date for reviewing the case!!



Set yourself clear and specific 
goals

Evaluate the emotional state of 
the dog, what they want to attain 

and what they want to avoid

Manage your language and 
what is said about the dog

Don’t get caught up in stories, 
deal with the facts

Set a date for reviewing the case!!

“There’s just 
something 
about him”

“He went 
crazy”

“Jekyll and 
Hyde”

“He is 
doomed”

“I hate him”

“Nasty!”



Set yourself clear and specific 
goals

Evaluate the emotional 
state of the dog

Manage your language and what 
is said about the dog

Don’t get caught up in stories, 
deal with the facts

Set a date for reviewing the case!!

Move away 
from

Move 
towards

Why?

Break it down



Set yourself clear and 
specific goals

Evaluate the emotional state of 
the dog

Manage your language and what 
is said about the dog

Don’t get caught up in stories, 
deal with the facts

Set a date for reviewing the 
case!!



So…



HOPELESS

HOPELESS

HOPELESS

Are there Hopeless 
cases?

HOPELESS



NOT A RHETORICAL 
QUESTION!

NO

NO

NO

NO



Could it be our 
‘Hopeless outlook?

Quite Possibly



We may feel HOPELESS at times 

But we MUST BE HOPEFUL!



Thank you


